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Bring up the Mecha 

 

This scenario is for somebody who wants to use their mecha but as part of an 

all-arms operation. It’s written for Hell in Microcosm but will work for any other 

large scale set of rules. 

Oh and if anybody likes the Mech above,  

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/Mechs/MECH-101.html 

On the world of Darken, the Imperial forces, stiffened by hired off world 

mercenaries with mecha, have won a significant victory and have broken 

through, throwing a Popular Front advance into disarray.  

Imperial forces are now making a dash for the Smokeville Bridge. This crosses 

the Smokeville River, a significant strategic barrier. Whilst military units can 

cross elsewhere, the bridge is needed to allow supply to keep up.  

Popular Front forces, pulled out of the main assault, are rushing back down the 

main road to try and get to Smokeville first.  

In Smokeville itself, an infantry battalion has arrived from the reserve in time to 

join the defenders of the bridge. It is desperately digging in and is preparing to 

face the imminent attack.  

 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/Mechs/MECH-101.html
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Popular Front Forces 

The Garrison of Smokeville 

All troops in the garrison have full NBC suits available, and vehicles have full 

NBC protection.  

The 14th Popular Militia Battalion. 15 Strength Points. Normal.  

Stiffened with an engineer company, and an assault gun company. The assault 

guns have medium armour and heavy anti-tank guns.  

Based to protect the bridge is a heavy duty (emplaced) ECM unit. 

There is also a heavy duty (emplaced) Counter battery radar unit as well. 

Dug in to defend the bridge is a heavy anti-aircraft missile company and a light 

AA Artillery company.  

On the other side of the river is a 105mm artillery battery. It can reach targets 

within 10km of the river. 

During the course of the game a 160mm mortar battery will also be deployed to 

support. It can reach targets within 10km of the river. Roll a d10 and that’s the 

move it becomes available.  

Mines 

Part of the digging in of the defenders has been to place mines fields within their 

perimeter where they’re not easily spotted by enemy recce.  

The Karris Brigade 

This is a mechanised brigade consisting of 2 battalions of medium tanks and one 

battalion of light tanks. Each battalion contains three companies. Because 

they’re being rushed to the front each battalion has tank riders mounted on the 

tanks, so each battalion counts as stiffened with a company of infantry.  

1st Battalion. Strength 12, normal 

Light tanks, light armour, light anti-tank guns. 

Stiffened with  

A tank rider infantry company. 

An Assault gun company. Light armour, medium anti-tank guns. 

2nd Battalion. Strength 13, normal 

Medium tanks, Medium armour, heavy anti-tank guns. 

Stiffened with  

A tank rider infantry company. 

An Assault gun company. Heavy armour, heavy anti-tank guns. 
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3rd Battalion. Strength 14, normal 

Medium tanks, medium armour, heavy anti-tank guns. 

Stiffened with  

A tank rider infantry company. 

An Assault gun company. Heavy armour, heavy anti-tank guns. 

Brigade HQ with standard ECM unit  

Mechanised Light AA Artillery Company 

Brigade Mortar Battalion 

This is under strength and has two companies with 120mm mortars. (Range 

10km)  

Sparteen Mechanised Brigade 

7th Mechanised infantry Battalion. Strength 10. Veteran.  

Mounted in light armoured MICVs which have a light automatic cannon and light 

anti-tank missiles.  

9th Mechanised infantry Battalion. Strength 13. Normal.  

Mounted in APCs  

13th Motorised infantry Battalion. Strength 15. Green.  

Lorry mounted. 

14th Motorised infantry Battalion. Strength 15. Green. 

 Lorry mounted. 

Assault gun battalion. Strength 12. Normal.  

Three companies of assault guns with heavy armour and heavy anti-tank guns. 

Heavy weapons battalion. Strength 12. Normal.  

Three infantry heavy weapons companies. 

Artillery regiment.  

Two companies of self-propelled 105mm guns. 

One company of self-propelled 155mm artillery. 

Brigade HQ with standard ECM unit  

Includes a Mechanised Light AA Artillery Company 
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Imperial Forces 

Princess Kayley’s Own Infantry Brigade 

As well as the mecha battalion, it has four battalions of motorised infantry. Each 

has four companies, one consists of HQ and heavy weapons.  

Mercenary Mecha Battalion. Strength 12, Veteran 

Three companies of Mecha, these count as Medium armour but have enough 

firepower to count as stiffened by artillery. Each company counts as having 

standard ECM, and each company counts as a Light Anti-Aircraft artillery 

company as well when facing air attack.  

1st Battalion. Strength 13, Normal,  

Lorry mounted.  

2nd Battalion. Strength 12, Normal,  

Lorry mounted.  

3rd Battalion. Strength 14, Green,  

Lorry mounted.  

4th Battalion. Strength 15, Green 

Lorry mounted.  

Artillery Battalion 

2 companies towed 105mm guns. 

2 companies towed 155mm guns 

  

Brigade HQ with Basic ECM unit  

Includes a Mechanised Light AA Artillery Company 

Lollard’s Brigade 

The whole brigade has been thrown together and sent chasing after Princess 

Kayley’s Own Infantry Brigade to support its attack on the bridge.  

Improvised Mercenary Mecha Battalion. Strength 9, green 

This has been hastily put together by pulling individual mecha from other, 

battered companies. It counts as Green because they aren’t used to working 

together. Three companies of Mecha, these count as Medium armour but have 

enough firepower to count as stiffened by artillery. Each company counts as 

having standard ECM, and each company counts as a Light Anti-Aircraft artillery 

company as well when facing air attack.  

2nd Improvised Mercenary Mecha Battalion. Strength 7, green 
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This has been hastily put together by pulling individual mecha from other, 

battered companies. It counts as Green because they aren’t used to working 

together. Two companies of Mecha, these count as Medium armour but have 

enough firepower to count as stiffened by artillery. Each company counts as 

having standard ECM, and each company counts as a Light Anti-Aircraft artillery 

company as well when facing air attack.  

Lollard’s Horse. Strength 14, veteran 

A four company cavalry regiment, one company consisting of heavy weapons 

and HQ. 

Newson’s Rangers. Strength 10, normal 

A four company lorried infantry battalion, one company consisting of heavy 

weapons and HQ. 

The battalion also comes stiffened with a recce company. This is a company of 

light tanks. 

Brigade Artillery Company 

One company of 160mm mortars mounted on APCs so count as self-propelled. 

Cannot move and fire.  

Brigade Engineering Company 

One company of Engineers in lorries. 

Brigade HQ with Basic ECM unit  

Includes a Mechanised Light AA Artillery Company 

Parachute Battalion. Strength 15, normal.  

The Imperial forces can drop a battalion of paratroopers on any move they want 

(book it in advance) so they can be dropped on the first move if you want. 

The Battalion has three rifle companies, a heavy weapons company and a 

company armed with light missiles which will work for anti-tank and anti-aircraft. 

They cannot be dropped south of the river nor within four kilometres of the 

Smokeville garrison. (Because of the risk of anti-aircraft fire on the planes 

bringing the paras in.)  

 

Air Support for both sides 

I’m giving each player an initial allocation of 20 points of planes. These are 

under the player’s immediate control and the player can plan when they arrive 

and how they are armed. (For those who don’t know the rule, a point of planes 

might be one plane or several. We tended to think of it as one plane and just 

used one model per point on the wargames table.) 

These planes consist of two types, fighter and light bomber. Fighters will be 

configured for the mission when you order them.  
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 Fighter with subtypes Air superiority, Ground Attack/Escort* 

 Light Bomber 

 

There is a five move lead time on getting the planes you order. So if you want 

light bombers to hit a particularly target now, you ought to have thought about 

it five moves ago.  

A plane will linger over the battlefield for a move, it will then return to base to 

refuel and rearm. That particular plane can be back over the battlefield 

(provided it remains in the same configuration) in 8 moves, ten moves if you 

change configuration. 

The Terrain 

 

Looking at the map, the brown terrain is composed of quite steep hills, 

comparatively rugged and entirely suitable for infantry or cavalry but not good 

for vehicles or mecha. 

Only the main roads are shown, there are many minor roads but too many to 

put on the map. 

The woodland is quite dense, there are paths, trails and minor roads running 

through them so everybody can move through at normal speed but they count 

as close country. 

The various red coloured built up areas also have plenty of roads, they’re often 

narrow and wind between buildings. They count as built up areas for combat.  

For the city and built up areas you could do with a lot of terrain to make the 

area look built up.  
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Brigade has some nice stuff, have you looked at 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/Advanced%20Buildings.html 

 

I also saw these on line 

https://gcmini.mybigcommerce.com/6mm-1-285th/ 

 

https://www.brigademodels.co.uk/6mmSF/Advanced%20Buildings.html
https://gcmini.mybigcommerce.com/6mm-1-285th/
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Also there are these from Iliada Game Studio 

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/downtown-peace-war 

There’s a discount on the set this weekend.  

 

Who arrives when? 

The Smokeville garrison are, by definition, on the game at the start. 

 On move 1, Princess Kayley’s Own Infantry Brigade arrives on table. It is 

up to the player using it whether they want to use mecha companies to 

stiffen the infantry, or whether to use the mecha battalion as a battalion, 

perhaps stiffened with an infantry company borrowed from one of the 

Battalions. 

 The paras can arrive at any time but you’ve got to write down the move 

they’re coming before you start the game. 

 Because of the risk of air strike, artillery bombardment, or even enemy 

land forces, I would assume that the forces will not advance in Travel 

mode. This means it is somewhere between 5 and 6 moves from the 

Imperial forces to arrive at the defended perimeter. 

 On move 3, toss a coin, on heads the Karris Brigade arrives. Again the 

Popular Front player can decide what is stiffened with what etc.  

https://www.iliadagamestudio.com/product-page/downtown-peace-war
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 If the Karris Brigade doesn’t arrive on move 3, toss a coin every move 

until it does. 

 On move 6, Lollard’s Brigade arrives at the Imperial entry point. Decide 

who stiffens who when they arrive and deploy. 

 Two moves after the Karris Brigade arrives, the Sparteen Mechanised 

Brigade arrives. Decide who stiffens who when they arrive and deploy. 

 

Winning and losing. 

Both sides need the bridge so if it is destroyed both sides lose. The winner is the 

side who holds the bridge at the end of the game. To hold the bridge you don’t 

merely need troops on the bridge, you must also control a route to the bridge. 

The troops holding the bridge don’t count if they’re cut off from the rest of the 

force.  


